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EDITOR’S
N O T E

D

ear Readers,
CPACT SUCCESS AND AUTUMN HUES WINTER IS COMING!
Winter is an etching, spring a watercolor, summer an oil painting, and autumn a
mosaic of them all. So it’s official! Fall is now my favorite season.

As you age and tuck in a bit of wisdom under your belt, you discover a bit of
seasonal snobbery in ones nature. It is now referred to as “autumn”. It is clearly
the most elegant word to describe a season of brilliant beauty. Not only is the
temperature more to everyone likes, but autumn offers the opportunity to put
the wisdom gained in previous months to good use. While schedules pick up
pace, the calm, temperate weather brings balance and clarity to the chaos and
offers a tranquil assurance. The earlier sunsets signal the need to get some much
needed rest. It is more a season of comfort. Like the comfort found in lingering a little longer over a cup of spiced CHAI
and the welcoming aroma of a Crockpot at the end of the day. Fall is the time to celebrate life with family and friends
and express gratitude. It’s the season when everything bursts with its last beauty, before the year is over, as if nature
had been saving up all year for a “grand finale.”
Autumn heralds the transition into a long and cold winter, so embrace it and make the most of all its bounty while it’s
upon us.
This issue is dedicated to 2018 Celebration of Achievement on the platform of CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018, featuring
the winners and post event coverage of the gala. It as a mesmerizing night of Glamor and galore held for the first
time in Montreal. Celebration OF ACHIEVMEMENT, success, accomplishment and providing credible individuals and
organizations their deserved recognition.
We have also focused on a new range of trends and styles with autumn/winter in 2018-19. We have selected few
holiday season styles to fit your own personal style. Hope you all like the decoration ideas, fashion and lifestyle hacks.
Sync Team
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PACT platform witnessed its first ever incredible awards evening where great
influencers, celebrities, hardworking individuals and entrepreneurs glowed up
the entire event with their appearances, speeches and amazing performances. This
gala of the year turned out to be the most successful occasion CPACT presented
with the coordination of hardworking team, sponsors and definitely the backbone
CEO and founder Mr.Hayee Bukhari and his wife Saadia Sajid.
Syncmag being media partner of CPACT is delighted to announce that Canada
Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade (CPACT) proudly conducted its first-ever
successful awards gala, the CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018 (CCA 2018) on Friday,
August 10th, 2018, at the Sheraton Montreal Airport Hotel. Cogeco Peer 1 was the
event’s presenting sponsor.

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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This awards gala aimed to acknowledge and honor local South Asian businesses/
professionals in their field of excellence. Highlights of the evening were the remarkable
keynote speeches by award-winning speaker/author Samra Zafar, CPACT Celebrity Artist
spokesperson Zahid Ahmed, leading actor and director Samina Peerzada and Usman
Peerzada, and memorable performances by stand-up comedian Faisal Butt and JoSH
the Band.
Moreover, a special shout-out to MediaVision - for having beautifully captured the
memorable moments, DJ Paul from Jannat Productionz for providing audio visual
services, Girish from Shaadi MC for coordinating and hosting the event, Pamela and
Jose from Bellas Beauty Studio for providing styling services for celebrities and Elegant
Events MTL for décor services.
CPACT is delighted to share its gala event coverage with you and is thankful for the
immense support received by the Canadian South Asian communities. Congratulations
to all the winners and participants of CCA 2018!
We are thankful for the immense support given to us through nominations, votes,
and attendance to the event, from sponsors, celebrity guests, dignitaries and the
audience. Special Thanks to our CPACT Executive Team, volunteers and over 350
people who graced the event with vigor and enthusiasm.
- CPACT TEAM
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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SAMRA ZAFAR

INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER / SPOKESPERSON CPACT
Samra Zafar known as a prominent great influencer, scholar and international speaker in the
Canadian community recently became officially “THE SPOKESPERSON OF CPACT” for which
the association is highly grateful and humbled towards her gesture and engagement itself. She,
being such a great inspiration as a woman, was also welcomed to the awards ceremony and
magnified the evening through her motivational speech.
“As the survivor of oppression in a child marriage and now a global advocate for women
empowerment I am deeply aligned with Cpact’s mission to promote gender equality and I am
excited to use my voice and passion to support the mission and values of CPACT, which are
so close to my own.”
She was awarded The Malala Yousafzai Award at the CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018 for
promoting women empowerment. She is also a Canadian award-winning speaker with two
TEDx talks, a community leader, scholar, author, and entrepreneur, tirelessly advocates for
equity, women’s rights, and diversity through many channels.
“I am truly thrilled and excited to work together in promoting diversity, inclusi on, innovation and gender
equality within the Canadian South-Asian community and beyond. Each one of us can make a difference and when we work
together we can create inspiring change.”
THE MOHAMMAD ALI JINNAH AWARD

ZAHID AHMED

CELEBRITY ARTIST AMBASSADOR CPACT

Zahid Ahmed, who glammed up the night with his exquisite appearance along his
beautiful wife, was honored with the Mohammad Ali Jinnah Award at the CPACT Choice
Awards 2018 for artistic and cultural exchanges, as the OFFICIAL AMBASSADOR for
CPACT.
CPACT aims to facilitate commercial, artistic and cultural collaboration between
Pakistan and Canada. Considering the current domination of the western culture and
entertainment sources such as Netflix, Zahid and CPACT believe that Pakistani artists
should also be recognized. Thus, Zahid Ahmed, who is Pakistan’s finest TV celebrity,
actor, RJ and Hum TV award winner, and humanitarian, will collaborate to promote
cultural exchange and development.
www.syncmag.ca
| Sep
- Oct
“We
must think, we must
learn,
we 2018
must evolve to promote diversity”
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CELEBRITY SPECIAL APPEARANCE
Usman Peerzada & Samina Peerzada; who are brilliant & versatile actor and actress, amazing producers, talented directors
and marvelous activists known for their majestic performance and overwhelming progress, were honored with the BEST ICONIC
COUPLE AWARD which was presented by JOCELIN DUMAS Sous Ministre. The duo made the event ever more charismatic with
their charming presence and speeches.
“We are extremely happy. We are also happy that I’ve never been happier, when I went to vote this year. I voted but this time the
happiness is up to next level and it won. So, I am hoping that we will really work hard and believe in our dreams.”
– Samina Peerzada
“What I have enjoyed about Canada is the diversity. When I sit in a train I hear lot of languages simultaneously at one time and that
is the beauty and joy that is celebrated in this great country. We, from Pakistan also have a great diversity, cultures and we have
four major distinct cultures in Pakistan and we do really celebrate them.” – Usman Peerzada

THE

JOSH
BAND
Josh the Band fired up the stage with their fun-filled and electrified music performances which comprised of Desi Music, Bhangra
and amazing beats. The band undoubtedly made the night even more memorable with their rocking music and entertained the
entire audience through their unique composition and performances.
CPACT also awarded to this most talented and very well renowned Asian band with “The Best Contemporary South-Asian
Award”
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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THE UPCOMING STAND UP COMEDIAN AWARD IN HONOR OF THE LEGENDARY MOIN AKHTAR

Presented to

FAISAL BUTT
In Recognition for Promoting Diversity within the
Canadian Entertainment Industry
Faisal Butt the most hilarious, talented actor & comedian made it a great evening with his on stage performance at
CPACT Choice Awards 2018. With his humorous stand-up comedy, he made the audience laugh out loud and enjoy the
glamorous night even more. Faisal Butt was also presented “The upcoming stand-up comedian Award”

THANK YOU
TO ALL OF OUR PARTNERS & SPONSORS
PRESENTED BY

A special shout-out to MEDIAVISION - for having beautifully captured the memorable moments, DJ Paul from JANNAT
PRODUCTIONZ for providing audio visual services, Girish from SHAADI MC for coordinating and hosting the event,
Pamela and Jose from BELLAS BEAUTY STUDIO for providing styling services for celebrities, ELEGANT EVENTS MTL
for décor services and splendid catering by DERA Restaurant.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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The Lifetime Achievement Award
Presented to

Dr. Saeed Chughtai
In Recognition of 50 years of
Outstanding Medical Service
to the Community

EVENT PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR
Girish Bhansal
Girish Bhansal is the Managing Owner at Shaadi
MC & Event Services in Montreal. ShaadiShow
being a famous show happening every year in
Canada is hosted by Shaadi MC, which basically is
an organization for any wedding or event planning.
He is a marketing manager and consultant of various
other organizations as well but has won the award
specifically for his services towards ShaadiMc
association.

The Best Citizenship Award In
Honor Of Abdul Sattar Edhi
Rubina Zaman
Rubina Zaman is an Account Manager at ICOM
Accounting Associate Company and also provides
a Commissioner of Oaths service for statutory
declarations and affidavits to be usedwithin
or outside Quebec. She received the best
citizenship award at CPACT gala as she has been
an interpreter of citizenship and immigration
being a resident in Canada since 1998. She has
provided great services as a part of Montreal and
contributed her abilities to the community.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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WINNERS OF THE GALA
CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018

Community Builder Award
Fariha Naqvi
She is the CEO of Social Diversity Media and
Editorial Director & Founder of CanadianMomEh.
com (a parenting and lifestyle blog). A columnist
with the Montreal Gazette, blogger at Huffington
Post, and freelance journalist, social media
influencer, PR specialist and marketing maven.
She has been an inspiring Muslim women who
has built her own influence after settling in
Canada and created a mark for many of women
to move forward in their passion.

Business Excellence Award
Amber Esthetics & Spa
Amber Esthetics Spa & Make-Up Studio offers
you a warm and luxurious ambiance in a peaceful
and tranquil atmosphere. Their Spa & Make-Up
Studio gives you a small slice of paradise, where
you will find a devoted team of gifted estheticians
to cater to your needs.

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Tourism Excellence Award
Skylawn Travel
Skylawn Travel is a leading travel company which
is motivated to provide the best service possible
with locations in Toronto and Montreal. It is the
travel brand of choice for travellers who demand
outstanding service, excellent value for money
and a world of domestic and international flights
and holiday packages to suit every taste and
budget. It brings to you years of professional
experience and incredible services.

Consumer Retail Excellence Award
Abdul Rehman (Rogers)
Abdul Rehman works for Biz Media groups as Rogers
authorized dealer. Biz Media Group has been linked
to electronic media and print media for the past 12
years and has been working as a bridge between the
communities. It has been functioning with the prime
objective of linking different communities living in and
around the Montreal and enhances their economic
and cultural ties.

Media and Entertainment Award
Jannat Productionz
Jannat Productionz is one of the Montreal’s top
Entertainment Company. Jannat Productionz
was founded by Harpaul Singh in 2008.
They are the most experienced DJ Team in
Montreal. Since the Jannat team has appeared
in Montreal they have been taking on parties
at an unprecedented rate. With the help of
their special effect lighting system and Audio
Visual technology they keep raising the bar and
continuously innovate with new technology
and equipment.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Young Entrepreneur / Professional of the Year Award
Dr. Ayesha Baig
Ayesha Baig, MD, received her medical degree
from Dow Medical College in Pakistan. In 2014,
Dr.Baig joined the pediatric residency program
at Brookdale University hospital in New York.
There, she pursued her interest in the field of
Gastroenterology and was selected for various
presentations at prestigious meetings including
NASPGHAN, ESPR and PAS

Business of the Year Award
Grillado’s
Grillado’s is a casual dining restaurant that focuses
on grilling the very best Portuguese chicken with a
South African twist. They are best known for their
variety of world famous Peri Peri sauces. Located in
the heart of Montreal, it has quickly become known
for its fun and engaging atmosphere

Volunteer Excellence Award
Dr. Ramzan Tahir
Ramzan Tahir is a Biostatistician/Data Scientist
having Over 8 years of professional experience
in Machine Learning, Data Management
& Analysis, Predictive Modeling, Statistical
Genetics, and Data Visualization and holds
over 15 indexed publications, book chapter
& 11 seminars at prestigious international
conferences. He has worked on developing
a genetic risk score (GRS) for complex traits
to use them in predictive modeling and also
worked in Asia, Europe and Canada.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Professional and Financial Services Award
Dr. Naveen Garg Medical Services
Dr. Naveen Garg is the president of
Naveen Garg medical services being one
of the leading family physicians based
in Quebec, Canada. He graduated in
Science from McGill’s University and
then completed his masters in doctor
of medicine. He also holds the Master
Degree from Auburn University in
Master of business administration,
Health/care

Restaurant and Franchising Award
Dera Restaurant
Dera aims to provide quality traditional Desi
food along with purely Desi atmosphere of the
classic village heritage and culture of Pakistan.
Since its opening, Dera is on wheels to which
illegal copiers will never reach. It is only because
of Dera management has never compromise on
quality that’s why this masses has admired this
fabulous place as a sign of taste and traditions all
together

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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A YEAR OF CHANGE
FOR

CPACT

CANADA PAKISTAN AFFILIATED CHAMBER
OF TRADE
NOVEMBER 19TH 2017

MONTREAL LAUNCH OF CPACT
The ground breaking ceremony event for CPACT (Canada Pakistan
Affiliated chamber of Trade) was held on Nov 19th in Montreal at Holiday
Inn Pointe Claire. The event was hosted by the founder of CPACT
Mr.Hayee Bokhari. Gathering was attended by Business and professional
Men and women of the Canadian Pakistani Community.

MARCH 11TH 2018

PROUD SPONSOR OF SAWAC’S INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN’S DAY

CPACT integrated with SAWAC to bring the prestigious International
Women’s Day event together.

APRIL 10TH 2018

PAKISTAN CHAPTER OF CPACT
Pakistan’s chapter of CPACT (Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of
Trade) was formally launched in the presence of His Excellency, Perry
Calderwood, Canadian High Commissioner, at a function hosted by Mr. Ali
Malik (President CPACT Pakistan) in Islamabad on April 10th, 2018.

APRIL 21ST 2018

CPACT TORONTO CHAPTER

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018

CPACT (Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade) Toronto Chapter
was formally launched on April 21st, 2018 at Woodbine Banquet Hall
TORONTO in the presence of City Councilor, Deputy Council General of
Pakistan in Toronto, and Some Permanent Local Political figures.
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APRIL 24TH 2018

ZAHID AHMED OFFICIAL AMBASSADOR
Zahid Ahmed (Celebrity Actor) became the official Ambassador of CPACT
(Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade), which aims to facilitate
artistic exchange between the two countries in the years to come.

AUGUST 10TH 2018

CPACT CHOICE AWARDS GALA 2018

CPACT proudly conducted its first-ever successful awards gala,
the CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2018, honoring local South Asian
businesses/professionals in their field of excellence.

SEPTEMBER 10TH 2018

SAMRA ZAFAR OFFICIAL SPOKESPERSON
Samra Zafar, (award-winning speaker, author) affiliated in order to enhance,
establish and promote diversity, innovation and gender equality for social,
economic and cultural development.

SEPTEMBER 20TH 2018

DIAMER BHASHA AND MOHMAND DAM FUND

APRIL 13TH 2019

CPACT with its mission towards the community took the initiative for the
fundraising of Dam to be created in Pakistan for the better situations of
water storage, electricity production and recycling.

GET READY TORONTO!
We are pleased to announce that Toronto is the next destination for The
CPACT CHOICE AWARDS in April 2019! A night of glitz and glamour, honoring
local South Asian businesses/professionals where the rising stars will be
selected as winners.

FEATURED IN
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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SHAZIA JAVED’S LATEST DOCUMENTARY, 3 SECONDS DIVORCE SPOTLIGHTS MUSLIM WOMEN’S
STRUGGLE AGAINST PATRIARCHY AND OPPRESSIVE LAWS

Shazia Javed is an award-winning, Indo-Canadian filmmaker.
She has directed with the National Film Board and her work has
screened at prestigious film-festivals such as Hot Docs, DOXA,
Global Visions and Durban International. Shazia’s work centers on
underrepresented perspectives from her own communities. Her
past works include Namrata, Can you hear me?, and #WeSayKnow.
Her latest documentary, 3 Seconds Divorce will make its NorthAmerican Premiere at Reel World Film Festival. Shazia immigrated
to canada from India in 2004.
Three Seconds Divorce is exactly what its name entails: a documentary about the so-called ‘Islamic’ practice, recently banned in
India, whereby a husband pronounces ‘Talaq’ or ‘Divorce’ three times in a single occasion. Three seconds is all it takes for a married
Muslim woman to be rendered a divorcee.
Triple-Talaq is a sharia practice (Muslim Family Law) that makes it permissible for Muslim men to divorce their wives by simply
saying the word ‘ talaq’ ,which stands for ‘divorce’, three times. 3 Seconds Divorce reveals the impact of this instant-oral divorce on
Muslim women and takes us behind the scenes of the revolutionary movement led by Muslim women in India. This sudden divorce
makes women prone to homelessness and abuse, sometimes forcing them into halala , a practice that requires the divorced woman
to get married to another man, ‘consummate this marriage’, and take a divorce in order to return to her original husband.
The film follows the journey of Lubna, who was divorced this way and thrown out of her house. She joins the growing movement
of Indian Muslim women and becomes a social-worker activist. But the challenges she faces are immense, from unstable personal
circumstances to threats posed to the larger movement by religiously polarized and politically volatile environment of India.

Message From Director
I have been following and documenting Indian Muslim women’s struggle against instant, oral divorce since 2014. In 2016, our film
team helped Bharatiya Muslim Mahila Andolan, the leading Muslim women’s group in India, to run a social media campaign against
this practice. It is therefore heartening to know that India passed this ordinance which will act as a hindrance to not only the men
who give this kind of divorce but also to the religious leaders who permit it. We must acknowledge that this legal reform comes
after years of work on the ground. And yet, there are still no codified laws on divorce, inheritance and marriage for Muslims in India
and a lot more needs to change. I hope my film can make an impact and help open the discussion on Muslim women’s citizenship
rights and fight against patriarchy across the world. The panel after the screening at Reelworld film festival will focus on how muslim
women navigate and interact with Muslim family laws in Canada.
3 Seconds Divorce’ will screen at South Asian Film Festival of Montréal - SAFFM on November 3, 2018 at 2:30 pm
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/3SecondsDivorce/
Twitter: @3SDivorce
Website: http://3secondsdivorce.com/
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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6th Hum Awards 2018

THIS TIME IN CANADA

When All Stars Glittered In Toronto!
In the thick of much controversy, the popular Hum Awards 2018 took place
in all its glory in Toronto, Canada. Celebrating the talent in Pakistan’s
entertainment industry, the award show aimed to portray the soft image of
Pakistan to people overseas.
Each year, Hum Awards set new precedence for all other award shows in
Pakistan. This year Hum Awards was all about acknowledging and celebrating
entertainment, fashion, glamour, arts and media icons of Pakistan’s film.
Displaying a spectacular night of glamour and glitz, extravagant dances and
performances and a magnificent list of attendees; 6th Hum Awards 2018 was
without a doubt, a stunning event!
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Best of Glitz & Glam!
Best Red Carpet Looks

The stars were all dressed to the nines to impress on the red carpet. From
classy gowns to dapper suits, the night was full of stars.
Fawad Khan: While our Khoobsurat Khan is mostly absent
from award ceremonies, this time he graced Hum TV’s
resplendent occasion and made sure he looked every bit
dapper in his classic suit
Mahira Khan: Keeping it desi, the
Humsafar haseena looked regal
and oozed elegance in her pearly
white ensemble

Mawra Hocane: Ditching her
princessy avatar this time, Mawra
stole the show in her pastel gown
designed by Manish Malhotra

Vaneeza
Ahmed: The
former model
looked every
inch of a red
carpet star with
all-white attire
and minimal
accessories.

Sajal Ali: Opting
for a soft makeup
and wavy hairdo,
the doe-eyed
doll radiated
innocence and
sweetness in her
princess’s pink
gown.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Kubra Khan: Going all traditional on the red carpet,
Kubra proved how one could never go wrong with a
simple sleek saree!

Humayun Saeed: We liked Humayun’s urbane, dandy
look, just right for the red carpet.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018

Zahid Ahmed: Glaring in all black Zahid
Ahmed stunned the red carpet with his
posh sherwani look. Modest, traditional
and classy, rocked all in one!
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HIGHLIGHTS OF HUM AWARDS

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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5 DESTINATIONS TO VISIT FOR FALL

IN CANADA

Whether we’d like to admit it or not,
summer will be coming to a close, and
fall will take its place before we know it.
Lucky for us, fall’s arrival brings autumn’s
changing colours across Canada – and all
the more reason to plan your fall vacation
around its natural beauty.

The Cabot Trail, Cape Breton
Island, Nova Scotia

The Rocky Mountains,
Alberta

Internationally recognized as one of
the world’s most scenic drives on
Cape Breton Island, the Cabot Trail
boasts some of the most beautiful
trees in North America, especially
in the fall. As you travel along the
coast with the Atlantic Ocean
in site, you’re sure to see some
wildlife, and quite a few moose
along the way. The scenery between
Ingonish and Englishtown is a mix of
sandy beaches, rugged headlands
and lush valleys in the midst of
orange, red and gold.

Not only are the Rocky Mountains
beautiful in the winter months – fall
is just as breathtaking. On the drive
from Jasper to Banff, prepare to
soak up one of the best views in
the world at Icefields Parkways,
with a plethora of fall colors from
every vantage point. Of course, the
evergreens don’t change colour,
but from late September through
October, the Canadian Rocky
Mountains National Parks are alive
with gold aspen and spruce leaves

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Believe it or not, BC’s capital city is
a perfect spot to see the changing
leaves of Canada’s west coast.
Particularly, Butchart Gardens,
where the famous Japanese Garden
is layered with vibrant maples and
golden chrysanthemums.
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The Cabot Trail, Cape Breton
Island, Nova Scotia

The Laurentian Mountains,
Quebec

Internationally recognized as one of
the world’s most scenic drives on
Cape Breton Island, the Cabot Trail
boasts some of the most beautiful
trees in North America, especially
in the fall. As you travel along the
coast with the Atlantic Ocean
in site, you’re sure to see some
wildlife, and quite a few moose
along the way. The scenery between
Ingonish and Englishtown is a mix of
sandy beaches, rugged headlands
and lush valleys in the midst of
orange, red and gold.

The Laurentian Mountains have
something for everyone, in every
season. In the fall, Quebec is
littered with flora that changes
brilliantly in the autumn months,
from sugar maples to birch trees

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Style Tips For
Holiday Party
Season

Sync has got it all where you can achieve all
the looks that will make you stand out on the
holiday party circuit.
CONQUER THIS
YEAR’S HALLOWEEN/
CHRISTMAS LOOKS
Gold Blast
Coppers and metallic
perform as the eventual
neutral on the holiday party
heaven. Take the tone to new
heights with a pair of silky,
wide-leg gold pants styled
with a pure metallic blouse.

Playful or Lovely?
You can blend a sheer
metallic top with a deep
colored skirt. Add an
unexpected twist to the look
with a shade of deep blue or
green lipstick.

Vow Velvet
Reflect in your classic suit done in all
velvet. Create the look the cheerful
way by choosing for a deep rusty red
or green color or keep it sleek and
sexy in all-black.

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018

All Wrapped
Up
Go for green in a festal but
sensual wrap dress that
leaves way for some major
beautifying.
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Season Blooms
Combine fall and winter’s floral trend into
the holiday season with a full-length frock
that’s eternal and jovial in its own term.

STYLE
Rock the Red
Santa
Rock the Red
Santa
Leather &
Lace
Pair a lace blouse with a
leather mini skirt for the
decisive impish yet nice
contrast.

A deep red silk dress feels
equal parts sexy and festive
for any party this season.
You can take the look to
the next level with a pair of
matching lace-up heels.

A deep red silk dress feels
equal parts sexy and festive
for any party this season.
You can take the look to
the next level with a pair of
matching lace-up heels.

www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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BEAUTY BUCKET LIST
MAKEUP MUST-HAVES IN THE BUDGET

If you haven’t thrown away your beauty hush money yet, you are quite lucky.
There are plenteously other opts on which you can expend your savings
within a reasonable budget. There are many Beauty Sales which are primo,
currently every other week. This rundown of rad deals can serve as your
shopping list and save you loads of time. Of course you scan the Insta feeds
of your fave brands in order to locate their heavily hyped and well-publicized
sales. But this list does additional legwork and finds hidden, half-off gems
and beyond!

ColourPop My Little Pony Brush Set
You cannot kip on this major steal. ColourPop’s limited
edition My Little Pony Brush Set is marked down to its half
price now. You get the Angled Face Brush, Fan Brush, Shader
Brush, Tapered Blending Brush, Angled Eye Brush, and a
translucent brush holder. The millennial and hot pink ombre
bristles are beautiful. So are the pale pink handles. Grab
these — NOW.

Fenty Beauty Up 2 No Good, Shawty? Lip Set
All of your fall lip essentials are included in this Fenty
Beauty set. While Rihanna dropped new shades of the
Stunna Lip Paint all last week, this three-piece collection is
pretty much “must own.” The lippies are full-sized and will
allow you to create a 3D x ombre look.
www.syncmag.ca | Sep - Oct 2018
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Sara Happ Pumpkin Spice Latte Lip Scrub Kit
Pumpkin Spice Latte-inspired makeup is peak fall and peak basic. It’s also peak
luxurious in the form of the exclusive Sara Happ Pumpkin Spice Lip Scrub Kit.
Pumpkin, cinnamon, and sugar are swirled together for maximum exfoliation.
With cold weather and wind-battered lips in your future, it’s best to preemptively
care for your pout. There’s also the Lip Slip One Luxe Gloss, which is super shiny
and mega moisturizing. The Plump and Prime product is formulated to blur lip
lines and boasts a light, velvety texture.

Urban Decay Distortion Eyeshadow Palette
You can personalize your eye look with the UD
Distortion palette. It hosts 10 traditional shades and five
“transformer” shades so you can design your own duotone
hues. The palette is half off at Sephora. So pick it up and
proceed to create distinct smoky eyes and so many others.

Kat Von D Everlasting Glimmer Lip Veils

The Glimmer Veils are KVD’s version of lip glosses or “top coats.” You
can wear these glittery-but-not-gritty lippies a la carte or jab them
over your favorite mega matte shade for a new depth and dimension.
So if your Halloween costume involves statement lips, you may want
to shop this range while it’s discounted.

BH Cosmetics Take Me Back To Brazil Rio
Edition Eyeshadow Palette
This 35-pan palette has so many bright colors at an
awesome price. This is the high shimmer version of the
popular original and it’s legit packed with blues, pinks,
greens, and more.
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Is it the end of bravery
of Sonali Bendre?
Bollywood actress Sonali Bendre once again
opened up about battling metastatic cancer and
surviving the painful chemotherapy sessions.
Starting her post with a quote from Cheryl Strayed,
the 43-year-old wrote, “‘I knew that if I allowed
fear to overtake me, my journey was doomed.
Fear, to a great extent, is born of a story we tell
ourselves, and so I chose to tell myself a different
story from the one woman are told. I decided I
was safe. I was strong. I was brave. Nothing could
vanquish me.’ – Cheryl Strayed, Wild.”
Emphasizing on the importance of accepting
one’s emotions, the actress said that she allowed
herself to cry and feel the pain. “It’s important to
remember that we’re allowed to have those bad
days. Forcing yourself to be happy and cheerful
all the time serves no purpose. Who are we being
fake and putting on an act for? I allowed myself
to cry, to feel the pain, to indulge in self-pity… for
a short while. Only you know what you’re going
through and it is fine to accept it. Emotions aren’t
wrong. Feeling negative emotions isn’t wrong. But
after a point, identify it, recognize it and refuse to
let it control your life,” wrote Sonali.
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Travis Scott and Kylie
Jenner: Wedding or another
Baby?
Kylie Jenner’s current boyfriend Travis Scott and she are
currently on some major planning for their future. It’s not so
hidden that the hottest couple might wed soon or might be
planning another baby very soon. Reportedly, the sensation is
trying for another baby but who knows the real plans?!
But Kylie later released a statement in which she claimed to
have simply needed time to herself to prepare for such an
important change to her life and that also may be true. We
have no way of knowing for certain. We can say, however, that
Jenner and Scott appear to be very hands-on parents who are
totally smitten with little Stormi.
There’s also been chatter over Scott and Jenner planning to
wed, which would increase the likelihood that they procreate
again. So while Kylie keeps an eye on her ovulation calendar,
we should all be keeping an eye on whether these two
exchange vows in the near future.
That may give us a firm idea about their plans on getting
pregnant again.

Good things to come:
Priyanka and Nick have
surprise for us in November
along with Deepika and
Ranveer
This is a time when Bollywood fans were gearing up for a
November wedding for Deepika Padukone and Ranveer Singh
at the picturesque Lake Como in Italy, reports of Priyanka
Chopra and fiancé Nick Jonas tying the knot by November end
have spread like wildfire.
According to a latest report on an entertainment portal, Nick
and Priyanka have zeroed in Mehrangarh Fort as their wedding
location, and the lovebirds will exchange vows by November
end.
A source told the portal that Nick will fly down to India by midNovember for wedding preparations. “The exact date is still to
be locked but it will definitely be November end and the couple
is looking at an Indo-western wedding,” added the source.
Interestingly, buzz suggests Ranveer and Deepika, too, will tie
the knot in November. But unlike Nick and Priyanka, who has
chosen a destination back home, Ranveer and Deepika have
their eyes sets on Lake Como for their fairytale wedding.
Though an official confirmation is awaited from both the
couples; however, if things turn out as speculated then it would
be interesting to see two big Bollywood weddings in November.
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